• Updated policy guidelines based on new rating requirements and training courses of instruction
• Updated contact number for office responsible; added MNCC contact information
• Para 1, added Navy Reserve
• Subpara 2a, clarifies enrollment eligibility via rating conversion; added BUPERS-35
• Subpara 2c, wording to allow an ATF/AEF Sailor to be advanced to E4 if they are dropped from one ATF program and subsequently enter another
• Subpara 3a, addition of FCA, CTM, and HM to the ratings chart
• Subpara 3c, addition of CTM
• Subpara 3e, refer potential SO Sailors to MIPERSMAN 1220-300 for rating requirements
• Subpara 3e, refer potential SB Sailors to MIPERSMAN 1220-400 for rating requirements
• Subpara 4a, addition of subsection (4) awarding HM Rating upon completion of A School for all HM-ATF candidates
• Subpara 4b(1), addition of subsection g; advanced training for IS rating
• Subpara 4b(1), addition of subsections h-k defining HM-ATF C School NEC awarding
• Subpara 4b(3), addition of FCA rating
• Subpara 5b(4), addition of Search and Rescue Medical Technician to the subsection
• Subpara 5b(5), redirects SO, SB, ND, and EOD applicants to MILPERSMAN 1220-410 for physical requirements
• Subpara 6a, addition of HM, CTM, and FCA to ratings chart
• Changes made throughout, please review in its entirety

(COG:  BUPERS-327/OPNAV (N133))